UNC University Limited Submissions Process Flow Chart

Pan University Limited Submissions are handled through the Office of Research Development (ORD)

1. ORD Obtains Information about Current Opportunities
2. ORD Sends Notification to the University community
3. ORD Works with Faculty
   - To determine pre-nomination eligibility
   - To assist with questions about nominations
4. Nomination for Internal Selection
   - Grants – Self Nomination
   - Large $ – VCR Strategic Direction
5. Internal Selection Process *
   - Verify Eligibility of Nominees
   - If Strategic Choice: Process Ends
6. Internal Peer Review Process *
   - Committees Represent Expertise on Campus
   - ORD Facilitates and Provides Agency and Grant Information
7. Selection of UNC Nominee (s) by Peer Review Committee
8. Review Feedback and Follow Up with Nominees
   - Submission Support
   - Alternative Funding Opportunities

*If the number of internal nominees exceeds the number of university submissions allowed by the agency, then an internal review is required to select the university nominee(s).